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Scrambled Eggs 

Cooking fascinated at an early age. I always watch my parents cook the different meals 

and wonder I ever cook a dish that would compare to their. The sensational smells and mouth-

watering tastes of each meal clutched me by the stomach and reeled me in. As much as I ate, I 

decided I needed to learn how to cook. 

 At twelve years old, I embarked on my voyage to become an outstanding cook. For week, 

I had been contemplating how I would surprise my mother for Mother’s Day. The night before 

the holiday an idea came to me; I was going to cook my mother breakfast. When I volunteered to 

cook breakfast, the next morning, my father only said to be careful, not to burn anything, and to 

do my best. Even with his encouragement, I still felt nervous and uneasy. The thought of burning 

down the house had my insides wanting burst. 

 A drop of sweat rolled down my forehead and fell into pan. I watched it sizzle and then 

evaporate before my eyes. I was actually beginning my first of many cooking experiences. Once 

this was my first cooking impression, I had to make everything perfect. 

 Pouring the egg mix into the pan-triggered emotions such as fear and excitement, a smile 

broke upon my face. At that moment, I understood the expression I had always questioned, on 

my parents faces when they were cooking. I picked up a spoon and stirred the cheesy eggs until 
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they looked like yellow clouds. As I was cooking, I realized my overbearing anxiety was 

exaggerated. My fear of the worst was conquered. While bacon and biscuits finished I let out a 

joyous yell; I had completed my very first breakfast. 

 I fixed the plates and served them to my family. Then I anxiously waited for response. 

Although the food satisfied my tastes buds, I wanted someone else’s opinion. My mother had no 

idea that I had cooked breakfast; therefore, she complimented my father, who looked at her, 

shaking his head. 

 He said, “Alexius made your breakfast this morning.” The astonishing news widened her 

eyes as she turned towards me. 

 My mom asked, “Alexius, did you make me this delicious breakfast?” I nodded and she 

held me in her arms for what seemed like century. All my anxiety, which had built up while 

waiting for this moment was, relieved though sigh. I had finally learned to cook! 

 The pride of knowing that I cooked followed me for entire day. Anyone who encountered 

me found out about my cooking accomplishments. After I successfully completed cooking 

breakfast, I felt that I could do anything if I put my mind towards it. 

 In the last five years, I enhanced my cooking skills and learned a variety of new recipes. 

Now cooking comes with ease. The thrill of cooking has descended into a distant memory, but I 

will never let my first cooking feelings and emotions perish. 


